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the chemdoodle web components api is supported in both a native javascript implementation and a
jquery (v2.1.1) implementation. the native implementation is used when the chemdoodle web

components api is used without the use of the jquery library. an increasingly popular way to create
and share web components is via free online chemistry editors. because html and css are neutral

languages, editors like ichemlabs inkscape editor, chemdoodle structurally awesome editor,
openstax inkscape editor, chemdraw for inkscape, chemdoodle in pymol, chemdoodle in smiles,

chemdoodle in 1cse, chemdoodle in chemsketch, saffron, chemdoodle in chemdraw, and
chemdoodle in pubchem are all examples of free online chemistry editors. chemdoodle is a web
component editor that supports all these editors and more. the chemdoodle web components

library is made available under the free and open source gnu general public license (gpl), version
3, and is accompanied by comprehensive documentation and commercial support packages. for
more information about cwc, please visit the cwc website. although widely used, javascript does

not work in all browsers. depending on which version of the browser you are using, you may not be
able to install and use the chemdoodle library. to make sure that you can use the chemdoodle web

components library in your browser, please download and install the latest version of the
chemdoodle sdk from cwc.sourceforge.net. the chemdoodle web components library is based on

the cdn, the content delivery network (cdn) service from akamai. the chemdoodle web components
library is publicly available via a web based application that is freely accessible to all. the
chemdoodle web components library is updated and maintained by developer.ideapal.de.
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to extend the toolkit for your specific needs, we recommend you check out the github source code
. the cwc source code is available in the github project and is open source under the gpl v3 license.

users can fork the repository to create their own, customized versions with more modules for all
chemical disciplines. for commercial use, you may license the full chemdoodle web components

toolkit from ichemlabs, llc. this license includes the full functionality of the desktop software
(including access to the chemdoodle desktop api). for academic and non-commercial use, cwc is
distributed freely under the terms of the gnu general public license (gpl) . the full source code is

available for downloading . it should be noted that a copy of the gnu general public license (gpl) is
required for anyone to use cwc. therefore, no additional documentation or licensing is provided by
ichemlabs, llc. the chemdoodle web components are built upon industry standards such as the w3c

web2 and html5 api standards. because the library is based upon the chemdoodle software, the
desktop application for molecule manipulation, manipulation is done with the embedded
chemdoodle api. chemdoodle3, a group of award-winning software developers, provides

applications for processing chemical structures, generating 3d molecular models, and filtering
data. one of the most advanced pieces of software within the chemdoodle software suite is

chemdraw4. it’s a powerful cheminformatics tool for rapidly creating chemical structures. the
software can create, edit, and compare files in various formats including iupac, smiles, inchi and

many more. 5ec8ef588b
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